Step 1
This week in Step 1 classes
children had their academic
learning week focusing on
math and language. The
children reviewed numbers
1-15 and continue on to
numbers 16 and 17.
Teachers helped the
children to count orally 1-17
by various teaching
methods like counting the
numbers by boxing in the
air and counting objects.
The children as well
practiced tracing numbers
16 and 17 to understand
their formation. Step 1
students also learnt about
letter M and friends (words
that start with that letter),
as well they were
introduced to what
opposites are. They were
taught on and off, to
demonstrate these
opposites the children
practiced turning on and off
the lights. Very cool Step 1!!

Step 2
Our Step 2 classes had a fun
full week of math and
language as well. The
children this week learnt
sound Y and wrote rhyming
words for the sound. They
also learnt about the letter
sound X, the children did a
very neat project of making
an x-ray, by using their
hand/arm and cotton ear
buds. For their math lessons
they focused on numbers
20 and 21. Here is an
interesting fact about the
number 20, Did you know
that the number 20
represents redemption in
the bible. God promised
Abraham that he would not
destroy Sodom and
Gomorrah if he found only
20 righteous people in both
cities. Very Interesting
indeed! Way to go Step 2,
keep up the good work!!

Step 3
Step 3 children this week
talked about different types
of ponds like a fish pond,
natural pond and wildlife
ponds. They also learnt the
life cycle of a frog. Did you
know that an average life
span of a frog is four to
fifteen years? The children
also enjoyed making a
natural pond craft out of a
paper plate and drawing the
frog life cycle. Step 3 ended
the week by reviewing
vowels and syllables, and
was introduced to the
sound ‘oa’; as well reviewed
numbers 1-100. What a
hopping good week they
had!!!

